Bi-stage control of dissolved oxygen to enhance cyclic adenosine monophosphate production by Arthrobacter A302.
Experiments confirmed dissolved oxygen (DO) definitely affects cyclic adenosine monophosphate (cAMP) production by Arthrobacter A302. Production of cAMP by batch fermentation was investigated under various DO conditions. A two-stage DO control strategy was proposed to achieve optimal production of cAMP based on the kinetic analysis: the DO level was controlled at 40% during the first 18 h and then switched to 30%. Relatively high cAMP production (9.9 g L(-1)) was achieved by applying this strategy. The cAMP productivity (0.14 g L(-1) h(-1)) was also successfully improved by 85.1, 59.3, 15.1 and 28.0%, compared to cases in which DO was uncontrolled or DO levels were held at 20, 30 and 40%, respectively. This is the first report of the use of a two-stage DO control strategy in cAMP production, and it was verified to be an effective method for enhancing the cAMP yield via this strain.